
Making the Bow Hold on a Pencil or Stick
Violin and Viola

1.  With the right hand, make a circle with the longest finger and the thumb. 
Your thumb should be bent so you can see the bump the knuckle makes. 
Move your thumb so it is touching both middle fingers.  Move the tip of the 
thumb so it touches the wrinkle near the end of your fingers.  Hold up your 
pinky and first finger so they look like a bunny’s ears.  The middle two 
fingers are past the end of the thumb and make the bunny’s teeth.

Tap the tip of the thumb on the fingers at the wrinkle.  “Munch, munch, 
munch; what’s for lunch?”

2.  Hold the pencil or stick with your left hand so it point up to the ceiling. 
Hold the stick near the middle or the pencil at the eraser end.

3.  Touch the TIP of the RIGHT thumb to the stick or pencil.  The thumb 
goes right toward the pencil or stick.  Be sure the thumb is bent and it 
touches at the tip.  Do this several times.  KEEP HOLDING WITH THE 
LEFT HAND!

4.  With the thumb touching at the tip, wrap around the middle two fingers 
so they touch at the wrinkle.  KEEP HOLDING WITH THE LEFT HAND!

5.  Let the other two fingers wrap around gently.  Put the pinky on the tip 
and let it curve.  Now we have a curved thumb and a curved pinky.

6.  The bunny ate a lot of carrots for lunch, so he is sleepy and needs a nap. 
Lean your right hand on the side of the first finger.  KEEP HOLDING WITH 
THE LEFT HAND!
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